environmental medicine
The Chem hospital in Esch-sur-Alzette is set to present a concept for an environmental medicine clinic by May this year, health minister Paulette Lenert (LSAP) said on Tuesday, quashing speculations

environmental medicine clinic to go ahead, lenert assures
The Program for Environmental & Translational Medicine’s mission is to advance research, scholarship, education and clinical care in environmental medicine by providing a catalytic platform for

environmental and translational medicine
The Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (JOEM) is a peer-reviewed monthly journal of the American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM). The Journal’s “in

journal of occupational and environmental medicine
Lead does not belong in the human body, said Dr. Susan Buchanan, an occupational environmental medicine physician and a family physician who works with children suffering from lead poisoning. Average

evanston’s lead pipes called an environmental justice concern
After earning a PhD in clinical biochemistry and immunology from the University of Toronto in 1976, Sabiston became head of the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine’s (DCIEM

remembering research immunologist brian sabiston, who studied vitamin c
Director of the Center for Microbiology and Immunology at the Katz School of Medicine and senior investigator on the new study. “Our study shows for the first time that nitrate produced in the

scientists identify environmental cue linked to illness caused by salmonella
While being physically active is beneficial, according to a 2014 study, published in the journal Wilderness and Environmental Medicine, those who have a strenuous training schedule and regularly

male fertility: 10 tips for men trying to conceive

“It turns out prevention really is the best medicine,” said Stuart Pimm of the estimated annual economic losses associated with human deaths from COVID into environmental protection and

preventing pandemics costs far less than controlling them - “prevention really is the best medicine”
Sarah Evans, an assistant professor of environmental medicine and public health at Mount Sinai, said the plant’s emissions would be especially harmful to pregnant women, children, and minorities

environmentalists, local activists press murphy to stop power plant in newark
The Environmental Collaboratory will support integrated approaches between the often-disparate fields of finance, entrepreneurship, engineering, business, law, policy, public health, medicine, data

drexel’s environmental collaboratory will solve environmental problems with a community-driven and justice-centered approach
"These are the levels of dehydration that would be more relevant to our daily lives,” said Harris Lieberman, a research psychologist at the U.S. ArmyResearch Institute of Environmental Medicine

mild dehydration triggers moodiness & fatigue in women
which was published in the Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine. Nurses have faced unparalleled challenges working on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic, including staffing

covid-19 pandemic may have exacerbated nurses’ sleep problems
To survive in hostile environments, bacteria attach to one another, forming a supportive framework known as a biofilm. In biofilms of Salmonella – a major cause of food-borne diarrheal illness – a key

scientists identify environmental cue linked to illness caused by salmonella
Baerwald Professor and vice chairman of environmental medicine and public health at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City and co-founder of New York-based Linus Biotechnology,